
Here are the 3 key steps to buying a house

Shifting Your Mindset For Success



Where Are You 
Now?

Are your prospects aware that you exist?
What is your current market presence?
What is your digital footprint?(blogs, website, 
social media, etc)

Leads/Prospects
Appointments
Conversions To Listings
Closed Transactions

Where do your live?
What do you drive?

1.

2. What are your numbers?

3. What is your lifestyle?



Where Do You 
Want To Be?

Are your prospects aware that you exist?
Building Omnipresence
Nurture your leads
Get attribution on all of your lead conversions

Leads/Prospects, Appts, Conversions, 
Transactions
A reasonable goal is 5-10X of where you are 
now

How do you want to live(neighborhood)?
What is success to you?

1.

2. What are your numbers?

3. What is your lifestyle preference?



What Will It Take 
To Get There?

Market Indoctrination
Build your market presence(seminars, cocktail parties, 
mailers, etc.)

Leverage your attribution on all of your clients(leads to 
appointments booked) then (appointments to listings), 
finally (listings to transactions) 

What will it cost to live on your ideal neighborhood, and 
drive your dream vehicle?
Reverse engineer those numbers and work backwards. You 
can set milestones for easy tracking. [Ex. 150k down, 350k 
to go.]

1.

2. What are your numbers?

3. What is your lifestyle preference?



In order to move your life and business 
forward you must first understand where you 
are currently. At Source Hero we are firm 
believers that how you do anything is how you 
do everything. The success of your business 
lives in how well people know, like, and trust 
you. To get people to resonate with you and 
trust you as their agent, you must come from a 
place of authority. Be a prepared agent. Know 
your numbers, have attribution on your lead to 
conversion cycle. Once you get a handle on 
where you are, and where you want to go, 
then you can list the steps you have to take to 
get there. 

Summary: 
Shifting Your 
Mindset So You Can 
Win In Real Estate


